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Performance analysis of the NbTi PF coils for the EU 
DEMO fusion reactor 

 

 A. Zappatore, R. Bonifetto, P. Bruzzone, V. Corato, A. Di Zenobio, L. Savoldi, Member, IEEE, K. Sedlak, S. Turtù, 
Senior Member, IEEE and R. Zanino, Senior Member, IEEE 

 
Abstract— The first design of the NbTi Poloidal Field (PF) coils 

for the EU DEMO fusion reactor has been proposed by the Swiss 

Plasma Center (SPC) and by the Italian National Agency for New 
Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development 
(ENEA). The thermal-hydraulic (TH) performance analysis of the 

PF coil system presented in this work has been carried out using 
the state-of-the-art 4C code. The minimum temperature margin 
and the TH response of the coils to the heat deposition due to AC 

losses are computed in two different plasma scenarios, using a sin-
gle time constant (nwhose value is currently unknown. There-
fore, we apply our model to parametrically assess the sensitivity of 

the PF performance to a range of nvalues. The calculations are 
also performed taking into account that the high void fraction de-
sign of the conductor leads to the opening of a channel due to the 

Lorentz force. For all situations considered here, the 4C code pre-
dicts that the temperature margin never goes below the acceptable 
minimum of 1.5 K 

 
Index Terms— Nuclear fusion reactor, EU DEMO, Supercon-

ducting magnets, Thermal-hydraulic analysis, 4C code. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE pre-conceptual design of the six superconducting 

(SC) Poloidal Field (PF) coils of the EU DEMO fusion 

reactor is being developed by the SPC (Swiss Plasma Center) 

and ENEA (Italian National Agency for New Technologies, 

Energy and Sustainable Economic Development), in the 

framework of the EUROfusion work package magnets 

(WPMAG). 

The preliminary design of the winding pack (WP) of each 

PF coil consists of a stack of NbTi cable-in-conduit conduc-

tors (CICCs). The pulsed operation of the PF and CS coils in-

duces AC losses in the conductors. The coupling losses can be 

estimated by means of their coupling time constant n. The 

latter is at present unknown to the proposed conductor design, 

but it is of paramount importance in the determination of the 

heat load and consequently of the cable operating temperature. 
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In this work, the thermal-hydraulic (TH) model of the PF 

coils is developed using the 4C code [1], based on the current 

status of the PF system design.  

The nominal operation of the coils is simulated during a se-

ries of plasma pulses until periodicity is reached in two differ-

ent scenarios for the given evolution of the operating current 

and accounting for the AC losses induced by the magnetic 

field variation.  

Two sensitivity studies are finally presented: one varying 

parametrically the conductor nτ, aimed at assessing, for the 

given WP configuration, the maximum affordable nτ value 

that allows to satisfy the minimum temperature margin con-

straint of 1.5 K during pulsed operation; the other aimed at as-

sessing the impact of the channel opening due to Lorentz 

force, on both the temperature margin and the mass flow rate 

distribution among the different PF coils.  

II. THE ENEA-SPC DESIGN OF THE EU DEMO PF COILS 

The PF coil system is composed by six coils, numbered 

from 1 to 6 (top to bottom), see Fig. 1. Each PF coil is layer-

wound following a multiple-in-hand winding technique, in or-

der to keep the hydraulic length sufficiently low (< 500 m), 

see Table I and Fig. 2(a). This approach has already been fol-

lowed in the ITER PF design [2]. 

T 

 
Fig. 1. CAD model of the EU DEMO fusion reactor. The six PF coils are 
colored in brown. 
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The PF conductors are forced-flow He-cooled NbTi cable-

in-conduit conductors (CICCs), without a low impedance 

channel but with a high void fraction (40%), see Table II. The 

Lorentz force should then compact the strands (1 mm diame-

ter) towards the outer side of the jacket and therefore opening 

of a low-impedance channel on the inner side of the CICC, see 

Fig. 2(b), as already assumed to explain some experimental 

observations in the first ITER CS Insert Coil [3]. It is worth 

noting that we are considering the extreme case in which the 

(untwisted) NbTi moves rigidly. In a more detailed model, the 

real twist pitch as well as the stiffness, higher than Nb3Sn 

strands, should be taken into account. 

III. 4C MODEL AND SIMULATION SETUP 

A. Coil  

In each PF coil, all conductors are supposed to be cooled in 

parallel. 

The thermal coupling between neighboring turns and layers 

is taken into account through a series of thermal resistances, 

given by the turn and layer insulation. 

The constitutive law for the friction factor inside the cable 

bundle, based on the porous media analogy, is taken from [4]. 

The parameterization of the critical surface of the NbTi is 

taken from [5] assuming the following coefficients: 

C0 = 1.685·10
12

 A·T/m
2
, Bc20 = 14.61 T, Tc0 = 9.03 K,  = 1.0, 

 = 1.54,  = 2.1, n = 1.7, which are the same of the NbTi IT-

ER conductors, being the EU DEMO PF design at its pre-

conceptual stage. 

For this preliminary assessment, the Cu/NonCu ratio in the 

SC strands has been assumed equal to 1, as well as the cos(θ), 

where θ is the average twist pitch angle. 

In the first part of the analysis, the effect of the channel 

opening due to current and magnetic field inside the conductor 

is neglected, then a first assessment of this effect is performed. 

We assume that the motion of the strands bundle, i.e. the di-

mension of the opening channel, is directly proportional to the 

Lorentz force. Note that this is a simplifying assumption and a 

dedicated model/experiment would be necessary. We assume, 

also, that the maximum compaction of the strands leads to a 

void fraction of 1  /4 ~ 21%, corresponding to a square lat-

tice with all the (rigid) strands in contact to their four 4 neigh-

bors. 

The friction factor adopted for the resulting low-impedance 

channel, of assumed rectangular shape, is computed from the 

Petukhov correlation [6]. 

B. Cryogenic circuit 

The 4C model of the cryogenic cooling circuit used to cool the 

PF coils, see Fig. 3, is built assembling components from the 

Cryogenics Modelica library available in 4C [7]. The six PF 

coils are cooled in parallel by the SHe forced by the cold cir-

culator and re-cooled by an (ideal) heat exchanger. The circuit 

volumes (manifolds and cryolines) are obtained scaling those 

of the ITER PF-Correction Coil circuit (considering only the 

PF portion of the circuit) [8] with respect to the He volume 

contained inside the coils. The cold circulator operational 

point has been found imposing a pressure drop of 1 bar to each 

PF coil separately, in order to find the total mass flow rate 

(1.6 kg/s) in the feeding circuit of all the PF coils. Given the 

operational point of the circulator, an ITER-like parabolic 

characteristic has been adopted. 

As initial conditions, a temperature of 4.5 K is prescribed, 

while the coil inlet and outlet pressure are set equal to 6 bar 

and 5 bar, respectively. 

TABLE II 
MAIN CONDUCTOR PARAMETERS 

 

 Coil 
  

Helium 
cross sec-
tion (mm2) 

Number 
of SC 

strands 

Number 
of Cu 

strands 

Strand 
cross sec-

tion 
(mm2) 

SC cross 
section 
(mm2) 

PF1 627.3 945 198 941.0 389.0 
PF2 398.5 135 626 597.7 53.0 
PF3 377.1 82 605 565.6 33.8 
PF4 410.0 161 586 615.0 66.3 
PF5 393.5 127 590 590.3 52.3 
PF6 681.1 1027 214 1021.7 422.8 

 

TABLE I 
MAIN COIL PARAMETERS 

 Coil 
  

Coil radius 
(m) 

Number of 
layers/turns 

Hydraulic 
length (m) 

#-in-
hand 

Maximum 
current 
(kA) 

PF1 5.4 16/14 475 1 55.3 
PF2 14 14/10 440 2 57.1 
PF3 17 8/8 427 2 53.3 
PF4 17 14/12 427 3 54.9 
PF5 14.4 12/12 362 3 53.8 
PF6 7.0 20/16 352 2  

 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Scheme of the topology of the EU DEMO PF coils. Each color 
identifies one hydraulic channel. (b) Cross section of a PF1 conductor with the 
open channel due to Lorentz force (F) caused by the magnetic field (B) and 
current (I). 
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the 4C model of the EU DEMO PF coil system adopted in 
this work. The manifold volumes “V” at the coil inlets and outlets are also 
shown. 
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C. Scenarios 

The two plasma scenarios considered, see Fig. 4, are: 

1. The outcome of a PROCESS simulation performed in 

2015 [9], which is the baseline scenario adopted since 

then for the preconceptual design of the EU DEMO 

magnets 

2. An updated scenario, that proposes a more realistic du-

ration of the different phases [10], considering the 

power supply constraints. 

The most relevant driver is the heat deposition due to the 

AC losses induced by the time-varying magnetic field, (see fig 

4a, where the current and field variation are reported for PF1 

and PF6 where we reach the highest losses). Note that all the 

relevant contributions to the magnetic field on the PF coils are 

accounted for here, and namely the self-field from pulsed op-

eration of PF coils, the pulsed CS magnetic field, and, on top 

of that, the static contribution of the TF coils ripple. 

In this analysis, the nuclear heat load coming from fusion 

reactions is neglected, being the PF coils far from the plasma, 

as well as hysteresis losses and eddy currents in the jacket and 

copper strands, since dedicated studies/experiment should be 

performed in the future to assess the sensitivity of the perfor-

mance to these AC losses. 

The AC losses contribution considered here are only the 

coupling losses, computed using the following relation [11]: 
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txQ str
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  (1) 

where n (s) is the coupling time constant, 0 (H/m) is the 

vacuum permeability, B (T) is the magnetic field at point x and 

time t in each conductor and Astr (m
2
) is the total cross section 

of the (superconducting + pure copper) strands. 

The target minimum n value (before electromagnetic cy-

cling) considered here is the ITER PF value (150 ms), but due 

to the lack of experimental data for the DEMO PF conductor 

several (larger) n values are also adopted parametrically, to 

give hints to the conductor designers about the maximum tol-

erable value. 

The most critical phase from the point of view of the AC 

losses is the pre-magnetization. The reason is that the magnet-

ic field in the conductor varies from 0 to its maximum value in 

a short time, 30 s in scenario 1, leading to large power deposi-

tion, see (1). On the other hand, the charge time of scenario 2 

is much longer (500 s), therefore the power deposition is 

strongly reduced. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Temperature margin 

The temperature margin Tmar is computed as 

Tmar(x,t) = TCS (x,t) – Top (x,t), where TCS is the current shar-

ing temperature and Top is the strands operating temperature. 

The requirement to be satisfied is min[Tmar (x,t)] ≥ 1.5 K, as 

already used in [12]. 

Starting from the initial condition, periodicity is reached al-

ready at the second plasma pulse, see Fig. 5. The reason is that 

the maximum transit time (PF1) is ~1 h which is half the burn 

time, during which almost no power is deposited. The transit 

time ranges from 4000 s to 2500 s moving from PF1 to PF6, 

respectively. The results discussed in this section are, there-

fore, extracted from the second pulse. 

 
Fig. 5. Evolution of the minimum temperature margin during two plasma 
pulses of scenario 1 (n = 150 ms) in the first layer of the PF1. The inset 
shows on the premagnetization phase of the second plasma pulse. 
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Fig. 4.  (a) Current evolution in the first module of the CS (CS1) and the 
current and field evolution in PF1 and PF6 are also shown. (b, c) The two sce-
narios considered in this analysis. The characteristic times (X) of each phase 
are called as in the PROCESS output. Phases with different duration in the 
two scenarios are highlighted in red. 
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The minimum Tmar reached in each PF coil during the sec-

ond pulse is reported in Fig. 6, showing that the Tmar re-

quirement is satisfied in all the coils. The location of the min-

imum margin is for all the coils in the first layer, because the 

maximum value of the magnetic field is reached there. 

Comparing the two scenarios, the scenario 1, as discussed 

above, leads to higher power deposition, and therefore to 

higher temperatures. The Tmar reduction is evident in PF1 and 

PF6, for which > 1 kW is deposited during the premagnetiza-

tion phase in scenario 1, while < 0.1 kW is deposited in sce-

nario 2, see Table III. On the other hand, the change in the 

Tmar of PF2 and PF4 is less evident. This is due to the fact 

that the He volume present in those coils is high, therefore the 

temperature increase due to energy deposition of the helium is 

small. In addition, the energy deposited, see Table III, in PF2 

and PF4 is rather small if compared to that of PF1 and PF6. 

Note that the minimum Tmar is located at the last turns of 

the conductors due to the magnetic field space distribution and 

the heating due to AC losses, see Fig 7. 

B. Hydraulics 

The PF coil system performance need to be assessed also 

from the hydraulic point of view. The steady state hydraulic 

performance of the coils is rather different, since 10 g/s and 

14 g/s flow inside each channel of PF1 and PF6, respectively, 

while ~7 g/s are circulated in the channels of the remaining 

coils. The most loaded coils (PF1 and PF6) are those where 

more mass flow rate is circulated, but the remaining coils ap-

pear to be overcooled. 

Only in the more critical scenario 1, backflow is predicted 

at the inlet of PF1 and PF6, see Fig. 8, due to the heat deposi-

tion in the premagnetization phase. Since the backflow in-

volves only the first turns of PF1 and PF6, it does not affect 

the minimum temperature margin, which is located at the end 

of the hydraulic length (see again Fig. 7). However, the He 

expulsion could become an issue, if a secondary quench detec-

tion system should be adopted for the PF coil protection, based 

on the signal of the inlet flow meters as done in ITER [13]. 

C. Parametric study on nτ 

The nτ values for the proposed PF conductors are obviously 

not known, as they exist at present only on paper. For this rea-

son, a parametric study on the effects of increasing nτ has been 

performed in the case of the more severe scenario 1, see 

Fig. 9, from which the maximum acceptable nτ and the possi-

ble condition of backflow at the coil inlet can be deduced for 

the current design. 

D. Effect of low-impedance channel opening  

As already described above, the presence of current and 

magnetic field leads to the opening of a low-impedance chan-

nel in the conduit. 

  
Fig. 7. Magnetic field distribution, strand temperature and current sharing 
temperature along the hydraulic length in the first layer of PF1 at the end of 
the premagnetization. 

 
Fig. 9. Sensitivity of the PF coils performance to an increase of the coupling 
time constant n (scenario 1). Open symbols indicate no backflow at the coil 
inlet, solid symbols indicate the opposite. 

TABLE III 
POWER AND ENERGY DEPOSITED DURING A PLASMA PULSE 

 

Coil 
Max power deposited 
(W) in scenario 1/2 

Total energy deposited 
(kJ) in scenario 1/2 

PF1 1600/6 71/10 
17/4.4 
8.8/1.3 
18/4.8 
16/4.5 
50/4.1 

PF2 115/0.4 
PF3 206/0.7 
PF4 111/0.4 
PF5 58/0.2 
PF6 1512/5 

 

 
Fig. 8. Time evolution of the inlet and outlet mass flow rate in the first layer 
of the PF1coil during the pre-magnetization phase of the second pulse 
(n = 150 ms).  

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of the minimum temperature margin in each PF coil be-
tween scenarios 1 and 2 (n = 150 ms). The minimum margin has to be con-
sidered as the absolute minimum in space and time in each coil. 
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The total mass flow rate during the plasma burn (when the 

channel is open) increases from 3% in PF6 to 18% in PF1. The 

mass flow rate in the (completely open) channel is for all the 

coils ~60% of the total, except for the PF3 in which it is 

~40%, since the magnetic field and current in this coil are 

lower than the other, therefore the channel is smaller. 

The effect on the margin of the channel opening is quite 

small, i.e. change in the Tmar < 0.1 K with respect to the case 

without channel opening. This can be explained by the fact 

that the channel is completely open during the plasma burn, 

but the power deposition in that frame is < 0.1 mW, so it is not 

relevant to have a higher mass flow rate. Similarly, when there 

is the highest power deposition, i.e. in PF1 and PF6 during 

premagnetization, the backflow is even worse, because the 

conductor hydraulic impedance is lower. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The 4C thermal-hydraulic model of the pre-conceptual de-

sign of the EU DEMO PF coils has been presented.  

The predicted performance fulfills the minimum tempera-

ture margin requirement in both plasma scenarios considered 

in this paper, provided the coupling time constant n is not too 

large. 

The heat loads considered in this analysis do not include all 

the possible contributions, i.e. eddy currents, nuclear heating 

or static loads, therefore further, more detailed investigations 

will be performed when these data will be available. 

In one of the plasma scenarios considered, He backflow is 

predicted to arise at the inlet of some of the PF coils, as a con-

sequence of the high heat deposition occurring because of AC 

losses in the pre-magnetization phase. This behavior should be 

taken into account in case of adoption of inlet backflow as 

secondary quench detection signal. 

The possible opening of a low-impedance channel in the PF 

conductor, due to the Lorentz force acting on the cable, should 

not significantly affect the performance of the coils, according 

to the model. 
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